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THE GOOD STUFF BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Discover Tommy’s Magic
The Champions Tour just left town and 
there is little doubt that these gray-haired 
players got game. Tom Watson’s updated 
Lessons of a Lifetime II DVD set covers all 
the bases if you are a beginner, or an 
accomplished player looking to tighten 
your game.
 The three-disc set includes improvement 
tips from tee to green. Watson also 
includes lessons about the mental game 
and course management. The latest 
version of Lessons of a Lifetime adds 
over 20 new lessons and the content is 
delivered by Watson, which is like having 
a private lesson with the legend.
$24.95   www.tomwatson.com

Cinch It
To compare your current belt with “homemade” 
holes to Nexbelt is like comparing a Titleist Pro-V1 
to a Spaulding Dot. Nexbelt’s fashionable designs 
are second only to the revolutionary ratcheting 
system called PreciseFit, which allows you to 
adjust your belt a quarter-inch at a time for a true 
fit. With 100 different color/buckle combinations 
for both men and women, Nexbelt even has a 
ball marker behind their flip down buckles. “The 
Belt with No Holes” sure does size up.
$34.99 - $89.99   www.nexbelt.com

Drill with the Pill
You can pay big bucks for a training aid that helps one aspect 
of your game, or you can pay small bucks for a training aid 
that helps you from tee to green. The Pill is the only training aid 
that you can use anywhere and everywhere. It is a modified 
golf ball that provides immediate feedback when you hit it. 
Drive, pitch, or putt to see how The Pill wobbles and make 
your adjustments on the spot. The Pill doesn’t have scary side-
effects and fits in your pocket. No co-pay required.
$12.95   www.thepillgolf.com

THINQ Golf
Even the most gifted golf swings in the world can be 

derailed by gray matter. THINQ Golf aims to develop 
and maintain your mental game, thus leaving you with a 

better mental approach to your round. With fun games that 
test your awareness, attention, adaptability, intention, and 
synchronicity, THINQ Golf tracks your progress; you can 

even compete against other members.
 Give it a try; there is a free version or monthly 

membership options.
www.thinqgolf.comCool Comfort

Antigua’s 2014 Performance 72 
Golf Collection for men includes 
17 shirt models, 12 outerwear tops, 
and seven hats. Each garment is 
equipped with the company’s Desert 
Dry and Desert Dry Xtra-Lite moisture 
management technology. As we 
slide into the steamy season across 
Chicagoland, Performance 72 will 
keep you cool and dry.
 Along with the performance 
technology and pleasing color 
options, this collection brings an 
ideal fit that’s specific to golf. 
Attention to detail includes the likes 
of eliminating the sleeve cap, so that 
the garment performs with you and 
not against you.
www.antigua.com

Choose Your Shade
Design your own Oakley 
sunglasses to show your team spirit. 
Choose the style of frame, colors, 
and even one of the 20 lens options. 
Go online, or use the interactive kiosk 
screen at Oakley retailers. 
 Oakley also offers a 90-day trial 
period where you can visit a store and 
swap lenses if you prefer a different tint—no 
questions asked! The designs have made 
Oakley one of the most desirable brands in 
eyewear, and the company’s impact and 
UV protection is the best in the game. 
Starting at $200   www.oakley.com
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